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Human Driven Smart & Sustainable Cities



Need: Evidences

We should have executed 30% 
of funds and we have barely 
reached 8%

Penalties for not satisfying
regulations about climate change



Need: City Managers challenges



Solution proposed

• Major spectrum of 

indicators
• Forecasting and 

modelling of 

action plans
• Evidence-based 

experiences

Develop   decisions   to   make    shorter the    
assisting    decisions-making

Data driven 
services

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Se trata de un conjunto de aplicaciones que realizan tareas diarias, es decir, que permiten automatizar y perfeccionar las actividades habituales de una oficina.What is your solution to the problem? How your solution can engage with Deep Demonstrations and foster systemic innovation? How your solution can foster systemic innovation?Why is your solution better than other attempts / competitive advantage?What specific evidence have you collected or accessed to prove there is a demand for your solution? Have you secured any IP?How does your product or service contribute to climate adaptation and/or mitigation?What is your impact? Do you impact positively on climate and society? How do you contribute to a systemic change? Please demonstrate and quantify the specific climate benefit of your solution. Can you already put a specific number against your solution (i.e. carbon savings, reduction by x in specific harmful gases or materials, removal of x tons of specific material or dirty technology from cycle, reduction by x of energy consumption etc.)?ReferencesNew EIT Climate-KIC strategy for 2019-2022https://www.climate-kic.org/news/transformation-in-time/?utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=Post&utm_campaign=ClimateKIC_strategy_2019_2022Deep demonstrations linked to the new EIT Climate-KIC strategy:https://www.climate-kic.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/EIT-Climate-KIC-Deep-Demonstrations.pdf



Smart spot
HARDWARE

Advanced Environmental
assessment

• Volume of data:
 Each sensor generates 6 to 

8MB/Day (a system > 6 sensors)
 A city deployment = 16 systems 

generating 3 to 3,5 GB/Month
 20 different parameters are 

monitored per device

• Over 250 units deployed
and pre-ordered

• Current version: SS v1.6
• Real-time data (Stream) 

& Pub/Sub (Broker)



Dashboard
Tool

Open TOOL 
FOR DATA 

VALORIZATION

“Open source software for 
time series analytics & real 

time data monitoring 
integrating different data 
sources and enabling to 

obtain KPIs/Indicators and 
to support informed 

decision making” https://visualizer.hopu.eu

Ad-hoc solutions
Multiple plugins available
(HOPU’s plugins for environment)

Responsive
PC, Tablet & 
Smartphone

Secure sharing 
& cooperation 

Access control 
by type of user

Real-time data 
& time series
Useful to 
compare the 
evolution of 
data and make 
decisions in real 
time

Intuitive
Dashboards & 
interactive panels

Federation
Different data 
sources analysed 
in one tool

https://visualizer.hopu.eu/


Live Maps
One screen to see
the full city status

https://live.hopu.eu

“Sensors  datasets 
visualization in real time 
for a general overview of 

city status to monitor 
general status”

iLocation
Device 

deployed

Real time data & 
time series
20 different 
values monitored 

Data interpretation
Added value 
information & 
recommendat
ons

User experience
Intuituve & customizable 
background and depth of 
information displayed on  

the dashboard

Updated maps (GIS)
Google Maps & National 
Institute of Geography 
Maps

https://live.hopu.eu/


roadmap



Why FIWARE and sharing data models / experiences?
Develop decisions to make shorter the assisting decisions-making

Penalties

time

reliability

adapted

costs



Service example
POLLENS

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Se trata de un conjunto de aplicaciones que realizan tareas diarias, es decir, que permiten automatizar y perfeccionar las actividades habituales de una oficina.What is your solution to the problem? How your solution can engage with Deep Demonstrations and foster systemic innovation? How your solution can foster systemic innovation?Why is your solution better than other attempts / competitive advantage?What specific evidence have you collected or accessed to prove there is a demand for your solution? Have you secured any IP?How does your product or service contribute to climate adaptation and/or mitigation?What is your impact? Do you impact positively on climate and society? How do you contribute to a systemic change? Please demonstrate and quantify the specific climate benefit of your solution. Can you already put a specific number against your solution (i.e. carbon savings, reduction by x in specific harmful gases or materials, removal of x tons of specific material or dirty technology from cycle, reduction by x of energy consumption etc.)?ReferencesNew EIT Climate-KIC strategy for 2019-2022https://www.climate-kic.org/news/transformation-in-time/?utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=Post&utm_campaign=ClimateKIC_strategy_2019_2022Deep demonstrations linked to the new EIT Climate-KIC strategy:https://www.climate-kic.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/EIT-Climate-KIC-Deep-Demonstrations.pdf



Service example
AQI 2.0

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Se trata de un conjunto de aplicaciones que realizan tareas diarias, es decir, que permiten automatizar y perfeccionar las actividades habituales de una oficina.What is your solution to the problem? How your solution can engage with Deep Demonstrations and foster systemic innovation? How your solution can foster systemic innovation?Why is your solution better than other attempts / competitive advantage?What specific evidence have you collected or accessed to prove there is a demand for your solution? Have you secured any IP?How does your product or service contribute to climate adaptation and/or mitigation?What is your impact? Do you impact positively on climate and society? How do you contribute to a systemic change? Please demonstrate and quantify the specific climate benefit of your solution. Can you already put a specific number against your solution (i.e. carbon savings, reduction by x in specific harmful gases or materials, removal of x tons of specific material or dirty technology from cycle, reduction by x of energy consumption etc.)?ReferencesNew EIT Climate-KIC strategy for 2019-2022https://www.climate-kic.org/news/transformation-in-time/?utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=Post&utm_campaign=ClimateKIC_strategy_2019_2022Deep demonstrations linked to the new EIT Climate-KIC strategy:https://www.climate-kic.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/EIT-Climate-KIC-Deep-Demonstrations.pdf



Service example
POLLUTION
SOURCES

Moderador
Notas de la presentación
Se trata de un conjunto de aplicaciones que realizan tareas diarias, es decir, que permiten automatizar y perfeccionar las actividades habituales de una oficina.What is your solution to the problem? How your solution can engage with Deep Demonstrations and foster systemic innovation? How your solution can foster systemic innovation?Why is your solution better than other attempts / competitive advantage?What specific evidence have you collected or accessed to prove there is a demand for your solution? Have you secured any IP?How does your product or service contribute to climate adaptation and/or mitigation?What is your impact? Do you impact positively on climate and society? How do you contribute to a systemic change? Please demonstrate and quantify the specific climate benefit of your solution. Can you already put a specific number against your solution (i.e. carbon savings, reduction by x in specific harmful gases or materials, removal of x tons of specific material or dirty technology from cycle, reduction by x of energy consumption etc.)?ReferencesNew EIT Climate-KIC strategy for 2019-2022https://www.climate-kic.org/news/transformation-in-time/?utm_source=Twitter&utm_medium=Post&utm_campaign=ClimateKIC_strategy_2019_2022Deep demonstrations linked to the new EIT Climate-KIC strategy:https://www.climate-kic.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/04/EIT-Climate-KIC-Deep-Demonstrations.pdf



THANK 
YOU!

Dr. Antonio J. Jara
CEO & Founder
Email: jara@hopu.eu 
Phone: +34 627 228 126 
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